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Subject: Some modest proposals

Body:

This past couple of weeks, Barry and I have been discussing possible solutions to some outstanding review 

problems, especially the difficulty in dealing with multiple versions of the same document appearing randomly 

throughout the entire collection. Today, Barry came back with the following suggestions:1. That the Board and 

CIA agree to handle technical errors quickly between the staffs. The purpose of this proposal is to deal 

efficiently with those those instances where technical errors have been made, especially when dealing with 

similar or duplicate versions of the same document,2. That the Board and CIA agree to handle identical 

versions of the same document in batches, much like consent releases. That is, if the Board has already made 

a determination on a document, CIA under this agreement will not have to blue-highlight review any identical 

versions separately. CIA would batch these identical versions, along with a copy of the document as originally 

determined by the Board, and send these to us. We would check to make sure that all of the documents in a 

batch were indeed identical to the document already decided by the Board (no marginalia, etc.). Presumably 

we would handle batches of identical documents on which the Board has not made a determination in much 

the same way: provide one copy for Board approval, then handle all duplicates identically. The purpose of this 

proposal is to ensure efficiency and identical treatment of identical documents. 3. That CIA/HRG no longer 

send ARRB the original documents but only the NARA and blue-highlighted versions (the latter, because it is 

see-through, would include the clear copy). In any instances where ARRB staff cannot read the copies, CIA will 

either provide the original or a better copy. The purpose of this action is to cut down on wear and tear on the 

original documents, which has been of concern to everyone handling them. CIA team also noted that this 

policy would mean that we wouldn't have to rush after each meeting to ship the original documents back to 

CIA.
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